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Abstract

The thesis advanced is that systematic analysis of message sfategies

ought to become one major focus of study within our fieXd.. In this paper,

a limited case study illustrates the kinds of strategies which might be un-

oovered. The illustration is.set Within a persuasive context, and indicates

the kinds of approaches a speaker might use in response to the belief on'the

part of the persuadees that "I'm just not the kind of peison who holds the

adNocated view." Specific lines of.argument are suggested for th ee major

strategies to attempt to alter this belief. The first app altercasting,
!

i.e., makinq salient aspects of the persuadees' self concepts which facilitate

agreement with the advocated position. The second approach reflects an'attempt-

to change th&view the persuadees hold of supporters of the advocated position.

The final strategy involves an attempt to change particular aspects of the self

concepts of the persuadees in such a way as to facilitate agreement.

4
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IhOse of us U100 receiydft graduate training in speech prior to the 1970's ,

vite likely'recall Doliald C. Bryarit's well known definition of rhetoric as

stile adjusting

selecting

Of ideas to people And people to ideas."1 Our exposure to

rhetoric gave meaning to this definition. Adaptation involved

from a general system of topoi, or comnonly recurring lines of argu-

A

ment and ways of casting ideasIthose particular lines of argument the speaker

deemed appr)ppriate to the given situation.

By 1970, however, our field had shifted interest sharply from the classical

rh441(cal tradition toWard i psychological orientation. Thus our present grad-

Uate students typically are capable of describing the nature of meaninig and pro-

cesses of,attitude formation, attribution, and.interaction. But with the exceptiont,-
--4...

of a small number of students, most do not command any system of message stra-

0, tegies which enables adaptation to be acoomplished. Those in oux field who are

durrently focusing on messages, sudh as diecoursb analysts, tend to place
-0

greater emphasis on structural features of the message than On recurring lines

of argument.
A

Need for FOcus.on Message Strategies

Elsewhere we have argued for renewed concern with message strategies.
2 ,

Certatnly we do not propose that we abandon\knterest in the underlying psycho -:.

logical processes involved in communication. Rather, we seek syst'amatic,analysis

of message strategies grounded within a framework which isolates important general

underlying processes and structuresdnvolved in trategifr comMunication. By.the

.

term "strategies" we ao not. mean attempts at manipulation, tlut rather something

more akin to the classical notion of'topoi, i.e., rdutines or recurring lines of

argument and "ways of casting, ideas. Selectiorrof such strategies need not be

oonscious, though it may be.
3 our views of the nature of strategic aspects Of

communication and'interaction and the relationship of consciously strategic

-r



aspects of communication aid interaction are discusted by Delia, B. o'Keefe,

e' and D. O'Keefe.
4
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It is also important to emphasize, as we have elsewhere', that in undertaking

work on topoi and communicative strategies, it is not possible simply to revitalize

classical topoi. Today our conception of speech events encompasses far more than

.00
messages addressed to path issues. For instance, any comprehensive system of

v.*

message strategies would necessarily embody approaches used for interpersonal as

well ab.public ends. MiLover, we consider it crucial that the kinds of analysis

to be undertaken be systematic. Whereas clapsical topoi were lists oflines of

argument with no particular order, we have suggested the possibility of organizing

the search for strate ies around specific communicative objectives. It may be

ossible to identify njor recurring communication objeC'tives. If there are

recurrent obstacles to these objectives, i.e:, beliefs of.other interactants

which prevent the speaker fronachieving the desired objective, then it should be

possible to 'specify- typical lines of argument or forrs of idea for changing thefe

beliefs.

We have suggested further.that every communicativesituation involves ob-

jectives on three dimensions: instrumental, interpersonal, and iden4tity. Put

another way, it is our view that'in any communicative situation, the speaker

has a desire to achieve a particular task or instrpmental goal, to establish or

maintain a given interpersonal ielgtionship with the other partcipants, and a

desire to establish or maintain a particular view'of him or herself. Quiie likely

the speaker would be unable toi.articulate these goals. Their existence is evident,

however, in the feelings of satisfaction or frustration of tfie speaker during and

at the conclusion of an encounter. If the speaker feels dissatisfied, most likeIy

one or more of the objectives was not met. And it may -1VDnly in retroipect (if

at all) that the speaker would be able to specify that objective.
5
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thevedigOgical value of a systeriatic understanding of meSsage strategies

is obvious. It does'little good to admonish our persuasion students to adapt

to the views of their audience or tio encourage our students in interpersonal

communication to be empathic if they lack fundamental strategies for accomplishing

these ends. Work in thidevelopment of communicatiA skills 'in, children indicates

clearly that it is quite po'ssible to recognize theneed for a general kind of

copmunicative strategy (for example, to "be nicer") but to completely lack a

repetoire of strategies for accomplishing this end.
6

While some might fear that the study of alternative message'strategies
0

IP

could enoourage forinulaz Communication, reflection indicates 'that such would

not be possible. The 'stqefltffuld have an expanded repetoire of options from

which to choose, but would necessarily be required to assess the beliefs and

views of others in the situation, to consider his or her own objectives-

to choose from theexpanded repetoire. Thus the study.of message strategies

increases the studehts' flexibility and potential to achieve their desired ends,

_-

but the successful or appropriate use Of these strategies in a specific context

.
is contingent upon social-cognitivh skills, ethical criteria, and a host of

other factors.

Por the researcher, a_Comprehensive systv of message strategies would

rtfaenrich the kinds of questions which could be posed. A scholar concer d with

w

speaker styles, tor instance, might attempt to identify individuals who tend to

emphasize objectives in one major domain, interpersonal, for instance, regardless

of the_specific situation confronted. Similarly, it might be possible to find

!

differences between the communication patterns of men and women which are more -

fumdamental than the structure of questions or use of qualifiers.

A,Case Study

swim General COnsiderations Concerning Identities and Strategic Communication

Elsewhere-we have suggested the requirements and some alternative avenues

t I
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to uncovering these message strategies. Ourlmhoose today is simply to provide

A

'one specific illustration of the kinds of strategies which such a pursuit could

yield. The area,we have chosen to displaris a very narrow one, due to time

limitations. . ior reasons related to our personal pedagogical interests, we

have chosen to isolate strategies relevant to the management of the identity of

the persOns addressed in a persuasive situation.

Perhaps we should clarify our concept of identi* management. In any ,com-

municative situation the speaker will have identity objectives which transcend that

.specific situation. For instance, if the speaker

a a considerate individual,'thit view oonstrains

think§ of himself or herself

the selection of messa:ge stra-

tegies regardless of the specific instrumental objective. Moreover, the speaker

may desire to assist other participants in maintaining a partiCular view of

themselves, regardless of the specific instrumental objectives.

S.

There is another aqect of identity objectives, however, which is defined by

the specific situation, and it is this more narrowly circumscribed type of goal

with which.we are concerned today. The speaker may attempt to alter or make

salient a certain facet of the identity of other participants in an effort to'

facilitate the achievement of the speaker:a instrumental objective. In the per-

suasive context, the speaker may attempt to engender the belief in th,e persuadees

that they are the kind of person who appropriately supports the advocated position.

Traditionally, interest in identity management in persuasive situations has

focused on the speaker, and more particularly, on the credibility of the speaker.

The notion that the identity of the persuadee may be an important one in persuasion

has received only scattered attention from attitude theorist Daniel Katz's oon-

cept of the functions of attitude, in which he identifies ego expressiveness and

ego defensiveness as tWo functions served by some attitudes, suggests that an

indiVidual may hold a positicln not simply because of the material consequences

boar.
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of that position, but due to the implications for the individual's identiti as

well.
8

one of the sxcgioonent beliefs underlying attitudes in T4andis' analysis

relates to the individual's identity. In operationalizing this component, the

person is asked to consider whether he or she "is the kind of' person who does

this sortof thing."9 Certaity personal reflection is likely to, yield instances

of tiyes when we were reluctant to endorse a xosition because we felt such'en- 1410

dorsement 'conflicts with-laur self image. Faculties may.be split on the issue

of unionization, for example, if some members find themselves unable to inte-
-

( 'grate-Union membership into their self concepts. And many wOmen who sympathize

with the objectives of the EPA withhold overt endorsement becaud'e they view sup-
.

porters°'of EPA as unfeminine or unconcerned with traditional family values. The

person addressed may never verbalize or perhaps eveA-be aware of the source,of

resistance. Nevertheless, it seems' likely that many persuasive attempts are

. unsu4cessful because of the inabAity of the persuadee to view himself or herself

as the kind of individual who would endorse the advocated Position.

What follows, then, are message strategies available to the persuader

who wishes to alter the view of the persuades that they are not the kinds of

peoPle who support the proposed view. TAse,strategies were not discovered in a

systematic fashion, but rather were collected as materials to be used for

teaching purposes. We are fully,aware of the limitations of the methodofogy

employed. But if Alch a preliminary approach has some.utility, a systematic

analysit shoUld yield more comprehensive; and hence potentially more useul,

lines of argument.

kMessage Sti ThJetegies To Manage e Persuadee's Idel
,

TO change the belief of persuadees that they are not the kinds of people who'
,

support the advocated vilw, we have identified three majoc lines of argument.

The first typically has.been labeled altercasting'. Within this aftoroach the
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speaker implicitly argues that the:persuadees are the kinds of individuals who

support the advocated position, and the vehicle for this argument is making

salient roles or beliefs which the persuadees might not otherwise attribute to

themselves. The second major approach is to attempt to change the image of the

supporters of an.issue, i.e. , to contend, again perhaps implicitly, that the

persup.dees hold a misconception about the kinds of Ipeople who endorse the advo-

cated position. -The final major approach is to attempt to change the image

which the persuadees hold of themselves. This is perhaps the most difficult of

the three alternatives, and would most likely be chosen only when the speaker views

the self concepts of the persuadees as a genuine obstacle to aohievement of'the

communicative olAittives. For instance, if,the Speaker is faced with an audience

whose self concepts are low,-a group of people who feel so powerless thgt they.

'assume they cannot change the situation at issue, the speaker may feelOthe only

alternative is to attempt t0 raise the self esteem of the audience members to a

level where they feel some control over the situation. Due to time limitations,
A

;

ye shall merely sketah briefly some variations which the speaker has available

within each major approah.

Altercast;ng. The first alternative, altercasting, reflects an attempt on
4

the part of the speaker to make salient a role or set of beliefs'which the per-
,

sUadee*,may be willing to ascribe to himself or herself, but whidh might Aot have

spontaneausly been salient. these attributes, must, of course!, be conducive to

the achievement 5e the speaker's ends. The most'Oommon and least subtle form of

altercasting is simply to remind the persuadees of personal characte4stics which

0

are relevant to the current communicativelsituation and which facilitate the desiled

resionse. At a PTA meetilig where membeis are being askedIto donate time to improve

the playground, for instance, the speaker may well address the audience as "Concerned

4.-,

1

Parents." Advertisers/for years have relied heavily on indirect forms of this tech-
,

.
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nique, assuming that women in the audience, fo; examPle, will see themselves

as mothers who provide only the most nutriti9us and tasty Anacks to their children.

.

Probably less common than this straightforward form of altercasting is to

'focus attention of persuadees od.an aspects of their self concept which is not

salient in the present circumstance and which may even conflict with their self

image within the current situation. For instance, the speaker might use.such an

approach in trying to convince-a group of college students to support a city'

council ordinance which would prevent housing close to the campus tO be converted

into apartments avarlable to students. Before proposing such arestriction, the

speaker might enjoin the audience to recall their hOmetown neighborhood,,the quiet

street, litter free yards, anathe absence of loud Atsic and late parties. In such

a way the speaker might be Able to lead the audience to view themselves as community

' members rather.than college students with interests in conflict with the proposed

position.

1

``.

Sometimes the speaker will attempt6to lead the audience to think of themselves

in an entirely new light, but in a way Which they find quite acceptable. Here

the strategy may take the form of providing a composite set of traits which the

persuadees will view kis an acceptable image they had not reflected upon previously:

(

Gleorge Wallace's presidential bid relied heavily on creating such an identity for

the impon working person: An individual who, works hard, has sensible ideas, is

capable of knowing what is, good. for 'him or-4erself without beipg told so by guide-

line writers'in Washington, in sum, one who wishes to regain coritrol over his or

her own life10. For many, these traits were already a latent part of'their self

concepts. Wallace made this self image explicit and associate9i these self attri-

butions with beiag a Wallace supporter.

Perhaps more uncommon than the foregoing Variations on altercasting is attri-

\ bution of undesirable traits to an audience for the purpose of jolting them into

willingness to take action. Clearly such an approach incurs the risk of negative
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reactlinn toward the speaker. At times, however, the spealipr may'willingly.

take this risk. Malcolin X.frequently'referred to his blaák audiences as gUt

-

eaters in an effort to impress upon them that they had permitte4 the white

man to suppress them.
1.1 He hoped their angrli reaction would energize an atti-

.

tude of rebellio

Regardless of the specific form of altarcasting, its success n leading

to the desired response from the persuddee appears to be contingent,upan two

. .

major factors. First, the attributiorwmust be viewed as plausible. If the

4audience rejects.the legitimacy of tattribution, the response may be hostility

and entrenchment. For instance, we suspect many nonsmokers object.to the campaign

of the AmericanTobacco Institute toaabel individuals who prefer to avoid smoke

under some circumstances as "Anti-smokers" who enjoy rutabagas and have en-
70

choOraged the diversion of needed monies for medical research to the building pf

unnecessary structures to segregate smokers and nonvsmokers.12 Secondly,.the

-
attribution must be one which in fact facilitates acceptance of the speaker's

advocated pos,ition. We 7dpectu for instance, that many commonplace efforts at

altercasting are ineffective because the attributed role or belief either is

unimportant to the individuals addressed, or becausethe attribution carries with

it no clearly defined responses. Consider such standard labels such as "concerned

citizens," "fellow American," and "future leaders." Those addressed mat' not object

to being So labeled, but at the same time find these attributes so peripheral to

&ir own images that the roles carry almost'no.impetus to action or to alter a

response. (7'

Change Image of Supporters of a Position. Within the general approach of

altercasting, the'persuader assumes that the, persuadees view'the image o,f supporters

of ihe advocated position 'as generally acceptable, and hence the task is to increase

the association of tlepersuadees' oWn self Concepts'with the image of these supporter

,
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The secon4 general approach to-managing the identitykof the persuadee, however,
4

1

. .

ite-a different AssuMption. Within this approach,.the perSuader

/

thatArhe pesuadees view supporters of the adfrocated position nega-

T
attempts -tb alter the.conception which'the persuadees hold of these

.

requires

.0

recognizes

tively and

supporters

rikture of:

. Thus the underlliing l±4e of arjument.becomes "You misjudge the.

individuils.who support'the advocated positidn.4 As with any of the
I.

lines of ar.lament'being dilscussed, the...persuader mac, choose to avtid explicit
...

. :J.

.

.
.

1 .

,..
. v .

statement of sudh a pcsition, preferring to let the audience infer that they*
"'

/

,.. .
.

. .
,- ..0

have been,inaccurate in their jUdtgm4n.by providing Carefully chosen.exampleg
,

,

fthih impAcate in the desired inference.

'The speak r y select from a variety 50 alternatives the Specific avenue
Ii k 4 '

. .
for changing the image of supporters oE the advocated postl.tion. One of the simplest.

_

,

approaches is tb label the advopated position in such a way as to circlmvent asoci.-

ations with indivicluals thepersuadees may find unsccelitabie. For instance, 'a

segment of the vigorous fundamentalist Christian movement we are witnessing currently

.has elected:to label itself "charismatic" rather than "pentecostal" to avoid negative

A

associations. The older term carries for many people the implication of individuals

who are anti-intellectual, perhaps even believers-in witchcraft. By choosing a new
1

categorization, leaders of this movement have grealer freedom to mold a new image.

The persuader may elect to refute directly misconceptions Or negative attri-

butions of supporters of the advocated position. Some Americans, we suspect,

find it easier to align their views with Israel than the Palestinian Liberation
44.

OrganiAtion, not for suitantitiye ieasons, but becarise our stereotype Of Israelis

. .

is one of well,ducated hard working, independent individuals. By contrast, we

may view Pales.tinians as lowr-claSs rxnnads with radical views. If we are confronted

t:

with a profile ofPaleatinians fs.the intellectual elite of the Arab nations, we

may be mote amenable to ehanging our views with respOct to the Substantive issues.
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Frequently, however, the persuader tellies on the technique of identifying

specific supporters of a position to indicate-that they posseSs characteristics

quite different.from those which the audience typically attributes to'supporters

of the position, andomoreover, characteristics which the audience finds acceptable.

Suppose the speaker were urging the adoption of *a vegetarian diet and was confronted
.-

..00'

.

\'
.

....

with a grOup of people who saw the implications as far broader than health concerns,
. 511P

..,

They might view vegetarians as the kind of individuals who read Eastern philosophy .
, .

rather than watching Monday night football,. To change this image, the persuader'
.

might-detail the views of Bill WaltOn, p.he professional baketidall player,
,

who j.s

a.strohg supporter' of a vegetarian diets Similarly, a persuader confronted with a
i .

pollege faculty who-think of unions as,ing fot auto workers or truck drivers

might attempt to stress the numbers of public school teachers who belong to Unions,

or argue,for the similarity between the American Medical Association and groups

identified as unions.

Far mgre complex than the foregoing approaches to altering the image of

supporters for a position is the attempt to create a ned identity altogether for

such supporters; this kind of strategy will typically involve use of illustrations

of the natUre of thomwith the advocated identity. Perhaps one of the most skillful

attempts to execute this approach was Malcom X's description of the House Negro and

the Field Negro. In this passage, Malcom had a dual purpose of presenting. a strong

"positive image of the supporters of the MUslim movement while simultaneously creating

an image in Ineffectuality for the followers of the moderate moveMent headed bY

Martin Luther King. Malcom avoided any direct reference to King, but it-takes

little effort to recognize that the moderate movement headed by King was being

cast as the House Negro, the dupe 3f the white man:

To understand this, you have to go bad( to what the young brother here

referred to as the house Negro and the field Negro back during slavery.
There were two kinds of slaves, the house Negro and the field Negro.
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The house Negroee--the lived in the house,wL meat*, they dressed
. .

pretty good, they ate mood 'because they ate his food--Ighat he left:

They lived in the att c or the basement, but still they lived near

the master; à4. ihey/loved the master mare than the master.loved

himself. They, woulA give their life to sive the master's house--

quicker than the master would. If the master said, "We. got'a good

house here," the house Negro would say, "'Yeah, we got a good hcliuse

here." Whenever the master said "we," he .said That's-how-you.--

can tell a house Negri&

If Ale master'so/1se caught on fire, the house Negro would fight

harder to put the bl ze out than the mastei -If the master got
sick, the house Negro would say; "What's the matter, boss, we sick?"
We sickl.. He identified himself with his master, ogre than hih master
identified with W.mself. And if you cane to.the house Negro.and said,
"Let's run away, let's escape, let's separate," the house. Negro woul'd

lookitt you and say, "Man, you crazy. What you mean, seParate? Where

.is there a better house thanoithis? Where can I wear better clothes

'than this? Where can I eat better food than this?" That was that
house Negro. ,In thOse days he was called'a "house nigger." And that's

what we call them today, because we've still got,some house niggers
runnihg around here.

This modern hoube Negro loves his master. He wants to live near

him. He'll pay three times as much as the house is worth just to
live near his master, and then brag about "I'm the otly,Negio out
here." :"I'm the only one on my job." "I'm the only one in this school."

You're nothing but a house Negro. 'Ahd if someone comes to'you right
now and says, "Let's separate," you saY the same thing that the house

Negro said on theplantation. "What you mean,- separate? From AMerica,

this good white man? Where you going to get a better job than you

get here?" .I mean, this is what you say. "I ain't left nothing in

Africa," that's what you say. Why, you left your mind in Africa.

On that same plantation, there was-the field Negro. The field Negroes--
those were the mases. There were always more Negroes in the field than

there were Negroes in thth4se. The Negro in the field caught hell. He

ete leftovers. In the house they ate high up on the hog. The Negro

in the field'didn't get anything but what was left of the insides of the

hog. They call it "Ehitt'lings" nowadays. In those days they caled

them what they were--guts. That's what you were--gut-eaters. And some

of you are still,gut-eaters.

The field Negro was beaten from morning to night; he lived.in a shack,
in a hut;'he wore old, castoff clothes. He hated his master. I say he

hated his master. He was intelligent. That house Negro loved his mister,
but that field Negro--remember, they were in the majority, and they hated
the master., When the house caught on fire, he didn't try to put it out;
that field Negro prayed for a wind, for a breeze. When the master got sick,

the field Negri° prayed that he'd die. If someone came to the field Negro
'and said, "Let's separate, let's rild," he didn't say "Where we going?"
He'd say, "Any place is better than'here." You've got field Negroes in

America today. I'm a field Negro. The masses are the field Negroes.

ft

-we
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When thayltee, 6is Sikn's house oft fire, you don't hear the little

NegrOeS talking;about "111.15. gOvernment is in trouble." They say,

"T1E,government is.in trouble." Imagige a Negro: "Our govern-

) merit"! I eVen heard one say "our astrienauts." They won't even

let him near.the plant--and "our astronauts"! "Our Navy"'--that's'

'a Negro that is out of his mind, a Negro thdt is-out of his mind.,

Just as the slavemaster of that day used Tom, the house Negro,
to keep,the field Negroes in check, the same old slavemaster today

has.Negroes who are nothing but modern Uncle Toms, twentieth-
century Incle.Toms, to keep you and me in check, to keep us under,

control, kep us passive and peaceful and nonviolent. That's Tom

making you nonviolent.14

12

Alter,Self Concepts of Persuadees. Beyond the general approaches of alter-

casting aria :changing the image of supporters of the advocated position, the third

major alternative for management of the persuadee's identity available to the

speaker id to attempt to alter the self concepts of the persuadees themselves.

At times this change simply takes the form df an aAmpt to gain allegiance to

a group or to form a general alliance where such allegiance will entail endorse-

ment of a desired position. The approaches to be taken will vary depending On

the nature of the relationship between speaker and audience. Efforts to gain

an initial alliance, as we currently are seeing in the rhetoric of heads of

state as interests are beinlrealigned, differ from attempts to heal divisions

in groups, exemplified regularly in the post-primary rhetoric of political ,

parties.

At other times the effort to alter the self conc pt of the persuadees will

be directed toward a specific element of that image which precludes the desired

response. For instance, the speaker may attempt to convince the persuadees that

they are individuals capable of withstanding the pressure of endorsing an un-

- .

popular position', or that.they are decisive enough to take an unequivocal stand

at this time, or that thy really do feel responsible for iihe welfare of others.

%Needless to say, the speific beliefs which may function as obstacles to the speaker

are conceptually limitless, though once again, some such beliefs recur with



/ sufficient frequency to render them amenable to systematic study.
, r

The belief wq haleselected to use for 4lustrative purposes is one frequently

confronted by advocates for social movements among groups who have suffered some

..form of suppression. The belief takei the form of feelings of Inferiority and.

'Lack of power to improve their circumstances. If the speakdr has.any hope of

mobilizing sudOlndiviatals, they must be provided with.a sense of Self worth and

of control over the source of-their suppression. -4 ).; .

Efforts to change the image of ineffectUality may begin by forcing the indivi-46

duals to acknowledge their membEirship in the suppressed group so that they'must

confront these feelings of inferiority directly. 'Malcolm X told his grass roots

audience:

el

You don't catch hell because you're.a Baptist, and you don't catch hell

because you're a Methodist...You don't catch hell because you're a

Democrat or a Republican, and you don't catch hell because you're a
mason or an Elk, and you sure don't catch hell because you're an Ameritcan; .

because if you were an American, you wouldn't catch' hell. You catch hell

because you're a black man.14

The inescapability of identification with thd group can be intensified by

elaborating how others view members of the audience with disdain. George Wallace
t.

1

constultly reminded his campaign followers that they were called red necks, .pea

pidkers, and peckerwoods by leaders of the major parties.1'5
N.,

This negative view which others held, and which the individuals addressed

have accepted, can then be attributed to the direct attempts Of the suppressors

to dive the suppressed into a state of submission.for the advantage of those in

dominance. LoUis Lomax described how' thd white man misled Blacks in this way:

So they ran around with calipers and slide rules and yard sticksand
tape measures, measuring black heads to see how long they we-x.6, and

how wide they were. And they came up with the amazing conclusion:
Poor little black thingLhe can't think."

...as a result of thii, you begin.to believe it...We went around

straightening our hali...We spent a fortune on bleaching creams
trying to change our complexions; and those Negroes who were
lighter skinned than other Negroes walked around with their noses
in the air saying, !'Although I am colored, I aa less colored than

thou art." 16
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14'

/Duce group,members' have been forced to'recognige that they have accepts! a

negative image of themselves, the speaker muSt provide reasons for changing this

view, for instilling a sense of pride and cif power. Maloolm X chose.the approach

of talking.about the success of reAluations arou4d the.world, arguing that wheA

suppressed minorities had risen up, they had been capable of overcoming'their

oppressorl.
17

Louis Lomax elected to detail specific aCcomplishments of Blacks

throughout history in his well known passage which has subsequently been edhoed

by other Black leaders:

This white man is crary. Hh may not,know it, but I'm somebody...

If you go back deeply ,enough into my Afiicarl don't'know
about you, but I can tell fror the way I walk and the Way I feel

some mornings that my oid,fOlks way back4n:Afrida wet% kings;and

princes. And when'I dig back into my pest, Irfind out that I

was teaching mathematics and geometry,.andtplotting the course of

the stars in the skies when the white in of Europe wasastill living
in the eaves of England and running fr the Romans.- I'dame tom,this

country before he aid, and I mardhed wi rtéz right th.rqgh here

dawn into Mexico. 'when Governor.Barnett w nothing but a icked

gleam in his great-grandfather's'eye, I waXked into the Vassissippi
Valley with the.Frehch...I'm somebody. And Lcame to this country,

some slaveisome free, but all black and I was always somebdody.
When this country was reach, to die, to break the chains of colonialism,

Louis Lomax,black min, in erispus Attucks, was the first man to die

on BostOm Commons to-get these white folks free from England. I'm

somebody. tn Phyllis Wheatley I taught them how tto write poetry. In

Paul Lawreftse Dunber I taught theM,the rhythms of anguish. In Frederick

Douglass I taught them the meaning of oratory. In Sojourner Truth I

'taught them-the meaning of militancy In Booker Washington I gave
themione of the fiist philosophies o American education. In W. E. B.

DuBois I said "Look, Western man, y d better use your head and think."...

died on Flanders Field to make the world free and safe'for democracy.

And I came,,back with' my head'bloodie but still held high.'' And in

Jesse Owens I beat him runni;ig. In lariàn Anderson I beat him singing.
I.joe.Lodis I beat him flghtrng-. In Jackie Robinson I beat him playing

)oaseball...And in"Palph Bunche I'll'runothe world if YOu'll move over
and get out of the way. I'rt somebody.'

This genexalized,sense of pOwer may be followed by an illustration of the

spepific ways in which'the group at hand has the capability to contr2the soUrce

of their suppression. George Wallace, for instance, repeatedly emphasized that

"there are more of ds.than there are of them,
.19 indicatipg that there hre greater

0
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-se

1

nunbeis of working clascitizens than "effite snobs," as he termed hls opposition.

ssimiiatlY, Louis Lomax outlied the votingipower of solidly Black areas.2° .

c:4' .The foiegoing line of argument can be intensified by showing that #le op-
.

pressors them.selves acknowledge and fear this power. Maccolm X argued vigorously.

15

that the march on Washington headed by Martin Luther King had been coopted from
4
s

the militant grass roots movement among Blacks by John F. Kennedy because Kennedy

I

feared the str theng of the Vass roots maement. Malcolm contended that th.lL fear

ldd Kennedy to invite King and other moderates as well as some whites, such as*

Walter Reuther, to spearhead thparchiin an effort to defuse the strength of

21
, the masses. .

Clearly these.foregoing lines of argument designed to cbunteract a sense

of lackif Power are more specific than the strategies oUtlined in the first two

major approaches (altercasting and changing the image of supporters).' Forjrather

than being general strategies, attempts to change specific beliefs of the per-

,suadees' self concepts necessarily will be achieved bwdvancing an alternative

set of beliefs. NevertheleN, it seems possible to ideçiiy a recurring patlern

lo

Att

&.
of argument, useful in,responding to a commonly held belief which serves as ati

obstacle to persuasion. Hence analysis of these belief thtt.terns would be profitable.

- CONCLUSION

Oerhaps other researchers will idexitify additional major approaches to .

managing the identity of the persuadee, and unquestionably other researchers' will

(.uncoveemore alternative lines of argument within each major approach.. We recognie
s

that the general line of work we advocate, the systematic discovery of message

strategies, will never be exhaustive. It need not be, however, to have utility.

The specific methodoldgy employed in searching for message strategies will depend

on the use to which the results are to be put. If the researcher is interested.

in developing a coding for strategies typically used by a wide variety of

individuals, hecir she mightaSk large numberg of individuals to provide samples of
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: their responses to situations with a designated communicative objective. The
_ 1

responses could then 11 coded for the strategies emplAyed. In most cases this
,

.. .

will involve coding the strate4ies only along particular axes defined as relevant%

to particular.theoreticaNestions.
22 For inStance, the researchiw might distinguish

. .

_

identity management strategies which defined a positive or negative identity for
. .

the persuadee. Just such an approach was taken by Kline And De-lia in a reCently

completed study.
2

In this study, the distinction between pqsitive and negative

identity implicat ns of stra.tegies was augmented by considering,the directness-
.

1
k

indirectness of e evaluative altercasting. Thus, a dimenSion for coding

evaluative altercasting was elaborated which ran trom overt negative alteryasting,

through strategies which indirectly oafirmed a positive identity, including a

lialance.of positive and negative identity implications, .and indirectly established

a negative identity, to strategies which directly confirmed a ,negative identity.

This theoretically based system; (which builds off of the kind of analysis sug-

,

gested today while being much more Systematic and ciroumscribed) was then used to

test an hypothesis persuaders were high in cognitive concerning the effect of

level of the persuaddr's social cognitive development use of face-support

vs. Me-attack persuaders with more abstract.systems of nstructs foi repres-
,

enting the identities of others prcided greater face-support than did their less

abstract counterparts).

V In contrast to the foregoing approach, the researcher's aims may be primarilY.

pedagogical. In such a case, the investig4tor is likely to be less interested in

typical'responses or in the use of theoretically-based coding dimensions, and more

concerned with identifyimstrategies which seemingly have the greatest effectiveness

for achieving a particular goal. In this case, the researcher might pursue an

approach similar to the one displayed in our case study. We take this approach
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to be 4 variant of genre criticism in which the genre is defined by a communi-

cative objective;

It also should be emphasized in concluding that the analysis of message

strategies is in no way limited to public discourse. In other work, for example,

we have uncovered lines of,argutent individuals use when attempt/kg to comfort

anpther in distress in an knterpersonal situation.
24

Our hope is simply that the

present analysis of the management of the identity of the persqadee may,serve tO

illustrate the potential vtility of refodusing attention on significant features
, 0

of strategic cotittunication and/or on CommOnly-recurring strategies witan messages,

for it is,within and throlt such strategies that communication serves.to create

'and restructure social definitions of reality.

e

4.
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